
LAAIA Design Awards 1986
Honor Awards

Introduction income housing prqjccl. Theseviewpoints, for their familiarity with quality of design or angst about this
Southern California, and for their projects received awards becausebuilding form.

their architects succeeded in doingThis vear's 154 submittals for stature in the profession in order In any event, the award-win-
what most of us only attempt—tothat our work would face a demand- ning projects are instructive. TheyLAAIA Design Awards represent
transform the ordinarv into thearc commonplace project types usingthe broad range of practice of our ing review.
e.xceptional.members. The jury was a dis- The jury gave 13 awards. commonplace materials but arc most

tinguished one: Fumihiko Maki from 7 Honor and 6 Merit, in 10 different uncommon in the design talent
Japan. Arthur May. AIA from Kohn categories. Despite their visual .Awards Jury:which has been brought to them.

Fumihiko MakiPetersen Fox Associates in New York prominence in our cities, relatively In most cases the project pro-
few high-rise buildings were submit- grams must have seemed mundane .Arthur Mav. .AI.Aand Dr. Kurt Forster, architectural

historian and the Director of the ted and again none were indeed; a small speculative office Dr. Kurt Forster
recommended for an award: a possi- building on a stringbean site, an in-Getty Center in Los Angeles. The Chairman of the ,\wards C ommittee

jury was selected for their varied ble commentary on the general dustrial testing facility, or a low- Lou Naidorf. FAI.A

Frances Goldwyn Regional Branch Library Cultural
Jur> CommentsArchitects: Frank O. Gehrv & Associates
Built in a difficult location, obligedOwner: City of Los Angeles Public Library
to respect many different limitations.Contractor: J.A. Stewart Construction
this highly successful public building
strikes some as more willfullv
sculptural than architecturally
accomplished. Everyone recognizes
its unique balance of informal
dignity and civic purpose. A
marvellously sculptural composition
with a dynamic rapport among its

I parts and a strong use of light inside 
I and out. The Goldwyn Library 

demonstrates that a certain grandeur
r X and Inventive power can be realized

y5 even on a modest budget.

EducationalI&C S/ERF
Architects: Frank O. Gehry & Associates Jury Comments
Owner: University of California, Irvine The forms of these engineered
Contractor: Architectural Design Services buildings are familiar but grouped

together as they arc here, they
become unfamiliar and powerful.
Different materials and colors both
accentuate separate parts and tie
starkly volumetric units into a
composition. A splendid stage of
eminently architectural character
and powerful public imagery

Bernstein Residence Residential Remodel
Architects: R.L. Binder. AIA, Architects Jury Comments
Owner: Frederic & Kave Bernstein A beautiful transformation of a
Contractor: Herman Construction Co. humdrum house into a strongly-

composed. lovingly-detailed
residence. A near-monumental
vocabulary is introduced on a
modest scale, creating a rich and
spatially sophisticated environment
far beyond the ordinarv house



UnbuiltHouse C
Archifeci: Panos Koulermos. AIA. RIBA 
Owner: Mr. & Mrs. J. Caloveras

Jury Comments
A sophisticated definition of interior 
spaces and neatly-balanced exterior 
volumes. The purposeful variety of 
windows forms handsome and 
disciplined patterns, enhancing the 
play of closed and open volumes.

Multi-Family ResidentialYorkshire Terrace
Jury Comments
This tightly-organized, economic 
cluster of apartments possesses a 
sense of amenity and scale. 
Deliberately patterned on the 
traditional Los Angeles courtyard 
houses. Yorkshire Terrace combines 

“ htghty-etflctent.'thoaghtfntty.-piaTTned- 
interiors with dignified exteriors. 
Privacy and public presence are 
handsomely balanced and the 
interior court with its use of colors 
and elementary shapes results in a 
delightful housing project.

Archiiccts: John Vaughan Mutlow. A.I.A.
Owner: Pico Union Housing Corp.
CofUraaor: J.H. Hedrick & Company

Small CommercialSawtelle Place
Architects: Urmston. Stiehl Assoc.. Inc. Jury Comments

Based on a simple, strong plan. 
Sawtelle Place frames its lot with 
cheerful facades. Handsome detailing 
enhances the sense of frontalily and 
orientation to the street. Too bad the 
central court had to be given over to 
parking.

Owner Yehuda Netanel. Inc.
Contractor: Fassberg Construction
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Awards of Merit

Cafe Pizzeria Angeli Commercial Remodel
Architects: Mayne-Rolondi Architects 
Owner; Evan Kleiman and John Strobel 
Contractor Marty Herling Construction

Jury Comments
A perhaps perversely idiosyncratic 
project which possesses many 
refinements without losing spatial 
clarity. Sculptural elaboration and 
whimsical detailing enrich a basically 
simple and effective concept.
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L.A. Zoo Entrance/Mall Recreational
Architects: John Aleksich Associates Jury Comments

A pleasant and unimposing way to 
receive people, appropriate in 
gesture and inviting in every part. A 
small and narrow approach is 
elegantly organized and ornamented 
with crisp lettering. One juror 
thought the graphics the best thing 
and hoped the architect didn't have 
a graphics consultant.

Owner: G.L.A.Z.A.
Contractor: Dillingham Construction

Horton Plaza Commercial
Architects: The Jerde Partnership Inc. Jury Comments

This project, with its razzle-dazzle 
and unvarnished mix of architectural 
forms is as willful as it is lively and 
successful. It raises basic comball 
stuff momentarily to an effective 
level of ephemeral design.

Owner: The Hahn Company 
Contractor: Nu-Hahn



Arlington II Office Building Small Commercial
Archilects: John Aleksich Associates 
Ou'»er; Robert Englckirk 
CofUracior: Beam Construction

Jury Comments 
On a near impossible site, this 
speculative office building is 
intelligently located and cleverly 
differentiated. Inexpensive materials, 
simple but thoughtful detailing, and 
an effective use of colors combine to 
lend the building identity, even a 
stage-like presence. Memorable, in 
an almost unreal sense, this group of 
structures dignifies an ordinar\ 
purpose with an inventive set of 
basic building forms.
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Croyden House Single Family Residential
Jury Comments 
A very livable house with an 
inventive plan. Its complexities seem 
to add up to quite a lot. The 
sequence of pavilion-like units, each 
scaled separately, enriches the 
occupant's sense of passage and 
experience of individual parts in the 
house. While the exterior experience 
strongly conveys the sense of a 
house—a particularly refreshing 
aspect in the eyes of one juror—real 

z materials, instead of colors, might 
I have strengthened it further.

Architects: William Adams Architect AIA
Owner: William and Sue Adams
Contractor: Bolton & MacAllister Construction
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Pytka Film Studio Interiors
Architects: William Adams .Architects
Ov^•mT; Joseph Pytka
Contractor: Sandpiper Construction

Jury Comments
A most innovative project in the 
category of office environments. 
Spatially rich and imaginatively 
detailed. The various pavilions lend 
a delightful sense of scale and 
identity to what must be a wonderful 
workplace.

Environmental Test Building Industrial
Architects: Richard W. Rose. AIA. Ronald Rose. AIA Jury Comments

A building of refreshing simplicity 
and clarity of purpose. It does not 
strive for compositional effect nor 
overplay its technological purpose as 
do so many other projects. Lean in 
its elements, and lovingly detailed, it 
manages to make a simple, 
volumetric statement while allowing 
its utilitarian components to assume 
a poetic presence.

Owner: Allied Bendix .Aerospace Oceanics Division
Contractor: Ed Layton Construction Company


